[Frequency and indication for vacuum extractor delivery].
The aim of the study is to analyze the frequency of the vacuum extraction delivery (VE) and the contemporary indications for its use and their frequency. The study included 44,109 births occurred for 14 years period. This clinical trial is prospective and retrospective on 1197 applied VE. The extraction of the fetus was performed by soft cup silicone vacuum extractor type Ameda - Egnell and electric vacuum pump Atmos. We find 4 main indications for VE: acute fetal distress, labor dystokia, arrest of descent and need to avoid voluntary maternal expulsive efforts. The frequency of the VE in the 14 years period was 2.71% with an increasing temps from 2% in the beginning of the period and 5% by its end. The most common indication for VE in 37.08% is acute fetal distress followed by the labor dystokia in 31.42% of the cases. The arrest of descent of the fetal head is indication in 25.31% of the applied VE. The need to avoid voluntary maternal expulsive efforts was indication for VE in 5.48% of the cases. The vacuum stimulation was an indication only in 0.71% of the cases. VE is a useful method nowadays in assisted vaginal delivery. VE should not be used in breech presentation. The contemporary indications for VE are: maternal indications (labor dystokia and need to avoid voluntary maternal expulsive efforts) and fetal indications (acute fetal distress and arrest of descent). The acute fetal distress is the leading indication, but with tendency of equalization/decreasing compared to labor dystokia and the arrest of descent. Vacuum stimulation is no more an indication for VE.